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In his capacity as President of the United States-Japan Foundation, George Packard has recently observed that the US-Japan Security Treaty stands as the longest ‘alliance’ between two great powers since the Peace of Westphalia was signed in 1648.1 This is no small diplomatic achievement. In fact, it is a testament to decades of debates in Washington and Tokyo about the political, economic, and social costs of the alliance against the benefits it provides to both American and Japanese national security.2 Why does the alliance matter? What difference does it make? What purposes does it serve? These questions underscored debates that continue to the present day, contributing to the process that allows the alliance to remain relevant.3

Diplomatic historians and political scientists alike have argued that the shape of current debates draws its origins in the period following the Nixon doctrine and the impact that international events in the 1970s had on US-Japan security ties.4 In particular, among Japanese scholars the 1970s are regarded as the period when, in light of increasing American pressures, or gaiatsu,5 on Japan to contribute more to sharing the burden of the alliance, bureaucratic and political elites in Tokyo started debating the merits of the alliance against the need for a degree of independence in defence and security matters.6 Indeed, a core component of the Japanese debate on the significance of the alliance during this period has focused pre-eminently on its

2 Packard provides a brief summary of such cost-benefit assessments. Ibid., 93-98.
5 外圧 (gaiatsu, external pressure).
6 The notion of an autonomous defence, or jishu bōei (自主防衛), came to prominence under the tenure of Yasuhiro Nakasone as Director General of the Japan Defence Agency in 1970.
impact on the question of autonomy versus dependence in Japanese defence posture.\(^7\)

This paper draws upon primary and secondary sources, including a wealth of declassified materials from the Nixon and Ford administrations and US Navy strategy documents, to enrich the contribution of the above literature. It explores how professional interactions among Japanese and American military elites contributed to shape the evolution of the security partnership. It does so to argue that the existing literature does not give enough credit to the impact these interactions had on the evolution of the security treaty. In particular, the paper postulates that military interactions contributed to articulate for the first time a clear ‘operational’ scope for the security partnership – planting the seeds for the military cooperation that distinguished the alliance during the rest of the Cold War. The paper’s contention is that the 1970s witnessed the emergence of a ‘grand strategy’ underpinning the relationship that was essential for the United States and Japan to become military partners.\(^8\)

Further, the paper expands the boundaries of existing literature, arguing specifically that such a strategy rested on a maritime approach that was adopted both in the United States and in Japan to inform national security, one which offered both flexibility and substance to the security ties. For the United States, this strategy sought to take advantage of the inherent flexibility of naval forces to allow to ‘swing’ capabilities across different theatres to meet demanding operational requirements. For Japan, a maritime approach to its defence posture enabled Japanese forces to take greater responsibility to defend the waters of the western Pacific to meet both the country’s defence requirements and alliance burden-sharing ambitions. The complementarity of US and Japanese strategic visions was essential to transform the nature of the security treaty. By the end of the decade, from a political commitment to defend Japan, conventionally and by means of a nuclear umbrella, and a means to retain bases in the western Pacific, the security treaty had become much more. It had become a ‘maritime alliance’ based on a mutually convenient strategy.

In setting forth this argument, the paper aims to link existing work on the evolution of the US Navy and the Japan Maritime Self-Defence Forces to the broader diplomatic history literature, enriching the understanding of this period not merely as one of ‘soul-searching’ and


transition in the US-Japan bilateral relations. In so doing, the paper is also the first work to provide a clear understanding about the origins of what some American scholars later regarded as the ‘maritime basis’ of American security system in East Asia. Similarly, the paper provides a context to the broader strategic significance of four policy initiatives that came to define the alliance: the qualitative build-up proposed in the National Defence Programme Outline of 1976, the sea-lanes defence centric character of the Guidelines for Defence Cooperation of 1978, the Japanese decision to participate to the RIMPAC exercise, and Prime Minister Suzuki Zenko’s 1,000 nautical miles sea-lanes defence pledge of 1981.

‘Critical Years Ahead’: Understanding Japan as a Security Partner in the 1970s

During the first half of the 1970s, American assessments of the US-Japan security alliance underwent a non-negligible measure of change. Three factors contributed to define the evolution of US perceptions in the first half of the decade. The first concerned the question of bases access in Japan, an issue that was particularly controversial before the reversion of Okinawa. The second factor regarded the transformation of Japan from a relatively weak state actor recovering from the devastation of war into a major economic power. The third factor concerned the changing international landscape in East Asia – which included the US diplomatic opening to the People’s Republic of China (PRC), the 1970s oil shock, and the American withdrawal from Vietnam. The ensemble of these elements meant that US policy towards Japan remained in flux, requiring regular reviews, if not adjustments.

At the beginning of the decade, the National Security Study Memorandum (NSSM) 122 had set the tone of the US approach to the relationship. The document sought to build on the content of the previous NSSM 5 adopted in April 1969 by taking stock of two years of significant changes. The NSSM 5 had pre-eminently focused on the issue of the reversion of Okinawa and its implication for the US military presence in the archipelago. US policymakers were indeed concerned about the implication of the negotiations over Okinawa on the future of base facilities in Japan. Government analysts expected that the reversion would prompt considerable political opposition in Japan with public calls for a minimal American footprint on Japanese soil. Yet, as an American intelligence estimate observed, ‘assuming agreement on the issue of Okinawan reversion, the problem of bases in Japan will probably not

12 Ibid., 2-3.
offer major difficulties’. For this reason, in 1969, the National Security Council (NSC) was recommended to treat the ‘Okinawa reversion as the most serious potentially disruptive issue facing the US-Japan relationship’.

By 1971, the US ambition to reach a reversion that would be acceptable to both parties had brought about positive results. The agreement on Okinawa had been signed and on its way to implementation, and whilst basing issues were still a source of concern, they were no longer a ‘disruptive’ matter. This enabled the NSSM 122 to have a clear objective. The US were to improve the relationship with Japan ‘seeking an increasing larger Japanese role in Asia’.

Such an objective was built on the perception that the Japanese goal to end the ‘post-war era’ of a large American military presence was now achieved. Japan had fully recovered economically and was on its way to achieve ‘near super-power status’. Yet, its elites had still not redefined the country’s place in the region and beyond. Public perceptions had contributed to keep defence matters as a low priority. On the other hand, such a state of affairs did not exclude the possibility of a decision to eventually acquire ‘the military symbols of great power status’, including nuclear weapons. For the United States, therefore, the key aims of its Japan policy were to ensure that it could play a role in shaping such enhanced status and that it could guide how far the procurement of these ‘symbols of power’ would go.

This was not an easy task. When the NSSM 122 was adopted, its implementation depended on the possibility to meet ‘continuing strains and stresses from several forces’ to the alliance. In 1971, these ‘forces’ were new and ‘not anticipated’, largely unfolding from the changing nature of Japan as an economic power. American analysts regarded the risk of more frequent bilateral economic frictions, increased Japanese self-confidence and ambitions on the world stage, and increased Japanese sensitivity towards public perceptions of the country in the US, as core sources of tension. Concurrently, the Nixon administration’s failure in 1972 to warn the Japanese government of its intention to normalise relations with the PRC, together with a series of economic misunderstandings, nurtured Japanese concerns about the reliability of the US as an ally. In mid-1973, such a perception led Secretary of Defence James R. Schlesinger to observe that the American government needed a decision-making
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mechanism that was 'more responsive to Japanese sensitivities'.

By the time Prime Minister Tanaka Kakuei and President Nixon met in August 1973 a degree of sensitivity seemed to be in place, with Nixon making a point of it by expressing his appreciation for the Japanese efforts to reduce the great imbalance in bilateral trade. The US intention to improve communication between the two governments as a way to enhance the partnership went beyond token words of appreciation. Both sides committed to a renewed phase of cooperation, one in which bilateral consultation mechanisms were going to be a vital component of the partnership to avoid future misunderstandings. In the realm of security, in particular, consultation mechanisms were mutually regarded as having a significant role to play in identifying ways to implement greater post-Nixon doctrine burden-sharing. Establishing robust ways to communicate with each other seemed to be regarded as a key to a better security relationship.

This seemed a sensitive idea. For the remainder of the Nixon administration, bilateral security relations remained in ‘good shape’, though policy towards Japan underwent further reviews through the NSSM 172, and 210 documents. During this time, it is worth pointing out that the Japanese started to become aware for the first time that one of the possible ways to implement burden-sharing included increased navy-to-navy relationships in areas like maritime surveillance, Airborne Electronic Warfare (AEW), and long-range patrolling.

Yet, one should not rush to the conclusion that a clear ‘maritime strategy’ was in place to inform such suggestions. In the early 1970s, from the United States perspective, the ‘strategy’ underwriting such a pathway to increased burden-sharing emerged in the preparation of NSSM 210 and was chiefly driven by practical considerations. Policy planners aspired to ‘an increased level of complementarity’ between Japanese and US forces. This, in turn, would create the beneficial prospect of industrial opportunities in the areas of ASW and AEW capabilities and reduce pressure on defence commitments in the Western Pacific. In that sense, it was an ideal plan and, whilst it did not amount to a ‘grand’ strategy, it offered great appeal. As Kissinger abrasively put it, ‘it has been my experience that the Japanese are not great conceptual thinkers."

---
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You can pretty much tell them what to do and they will follow it’.\textsuperscript{30}

A year later, the conditions seemed ripe for setting in motion a new course for the security ties on the basis of this plan of action. Ahead of a visit by Prime Minister Miki Takeo to Washington, Kissinger pointed out to President Ford that the meeting was taking place ‘at a critical moment in the evolution of Japan’s post-war foreign policy orientation’.\textsuperscript{31} Factors external to the relationship, chiefly the energy crisis and the collapse of US policies in Indochina, had increased among Japanese elites concerns about security matters and prompted them to reconsider their options. Kissinger felt that the Japanese political leadership was approaching security ties with the US with an eye to three main preoccupations: the more fluid post-Vietnam international landscape in Asia; their positioning between the major powers and the military balance in East Asia; their dependence on the US and profound vulnerability to disruptions of energy supply.\textsuperscript{32}

Kissinger’s understanding of Japanese concerns effectively captured a genuine sense among elites in Tokyo of a phase of transformation in international relations, one that was perceived by them as having significant implications for the US-Japan security arrangements. From Kissinger’s perspective, the President had, therefore, to make clear to the Japanese the ‘fundamental importance’ the US placed on the relations with Japan, but ‘allow the Japanese leaders to control the scope and pace of the movement toward greater cooperation’.\textsuperscript{33} The United States was not looking for a partner that aimed at substantially increasing its armed forces, nor one pursuing nuclear rearmament and increased overseas responsibilities. It needed one capable of complementing its downsizing military posture in East Asia.

\textbf{Whither Japan? The Strategy of a ‘Trading Nation’ and the 1976 NDPO}

Japan watchers advising Kissinger on matters of policy and security towards the country were certainly right in assuming that the Nixon doctrine and the withdrawal from Vietnam had cast a shadow over the Japanese belief in the American commitment to East Asian security.\textsuperscript{34} Similarly, they were correct in considering that the stunning economic revival of the 1960s coupled with the expansion of the national maritime space – including now the Ryukyu Islands – and the oil shock, had prompted the widening of the Japanese debate on the core priorities in national security and of the best means to protect them.\textsuperscript{35}
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The Japanese debate of the early and mid-1970s has, however, to be examined within the context of an internal battle for budgetary resources which witnessed the emergence of the Japanese Navy, known as the Japan Maritime Self-Defence Force (JMSDF), as the branch of the armed forces providing the more convincing strategic vision to underpin security policy. Equally important is the fact that whilst this internal Japanese debate on defence matters was not of great public visibility in Japan, it was well understood within American naval circles. Since 1968, a young US Navy Lieutenant Commander, James Auer, had been sent to Japan to study defence issues as part of a PhD programme. Commander Auer’s findings benefited from special access granted to him by Japanese defence and military officials and were widely circulated through a series of research articles and a monograph published between 1971 and 1973.36

Auer’s arrival in Japan had been extremely timely since in 1966 the JMSDF had managed to obtain the inclusion within its primary roles of the ‘protection of maritime transportation’ within territorial waters.37 This first expansion of duties beyond the protection of the archipelago from an invasion set the basic tone for the debates of the 1970s.

Indeed, as its duties expanded to include the surveillance and defence of Japan’s main straits, the JMSDF started to evaluate contingency plans to protect Japanese sea trade routes. This was a sensitive choice for two reasons. First, it was consistent with a long-term argument set forth by the JMSDF in regards to trade supplies as a core security vulnerability that was not necessarily covered by the US-Japan alliance. Second, it provided a reassuring answer to the growing concerns within the US Navy of its ability to retain sea control in the face of an expanding Soviet naval force.38 According to an unpublished official document, the third Build-up Plan detailed an emergency scenario in which maritime transportation was to be organised along two main ‘sea route zones’,39 heading towards southwest and southeast of Japan’s principal maritime Pacific hubs. The ‘southwest route’40 extended through the Ryūkyū Islands and the Nansei Shotō towards the Bashi Channel for 840nm (1,512km) and was 150nm (270km) wide; the ‘southeast route’41 moved across the Ogasawara/Bonin Islands to a point north of Guam for 1,000 nm (1,800km) and was 240nm (432km) wide.42

The 1973 oil crisis shook ‘Japan’s economic and social systems at their very foundations’,
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37 Japan Maritime Self-Defence Force (JMSDF), Kaijōjieitai Gojū Nenshi (海上自衛隊 『海上自衛隊五十年史』), JMSDF’s Fifty Year History, Tokyo, 2003), 31. In 1968, 99.4% of crude oil consumed in Japan was imported, and 91% of it came from the Middle East. Crude oil constituted more than 30% of Japan’s total imports. Hideo Sekino, ‘Japan and her Maritime Defence’, US Naval Institute Proceedings, Vol. 97, 1971:5, 115.


39 Kōroitai (航路帯).

40 Nansei Kōroitai (南西航路帯).

41 Nantō Kōroitai (南東航路帯).

42 Sadō, Sengo Seiji to Jieitai, 146; Graham, Japan’s Sea Lane Security, 101. These lines became later referred to as the ‘Nakamura lines’, as Admiral Nakamura Teiji was said to have been one of the first to draw them. Naoyuki Agawa, Umi no Yūjō (阿川尚之『海の友情』–Friendship at Sea, Tokyo: Chūōkōronsha, 2001), 214.
making defence policy-makers more aware of the importance of ‘maintaining the safety of maritime transportation’. The ‘oil shock’ highlighted one of the fundamental vulnerabilities of the maritime-oriented nature of Japanese post-war economic power. University of Kyōto Professor Kōsaka Masatake, advisor to Prime Minister Ōhira Masayoshi (1978-1980), was the first to adopt in the 1960s and 1970s the terms ‘maritime nation’ and ‘trading nation’ to explain the distinctive features of Japan’s successful industrial recovery. As an island-nation poor in natural resources, the archipelago’s dependence on foreign markets and raw materials was a direct consequence of its export-oriented development. This increased ‘both the vulnerability and the influence of Japan’ worldwide. As he pointed out:

Japan could live anonymously twenty, or even ten years ago; but now her exports, because of their volume, create problems in other countries. And if raw materials should become less easy to obtain Japan would suffer more because she now needs them in larger quantities.

Maritime trade had been the source of the country’s rise as an economic power, and for the same reasons it was also fast becoming a potential Achilles’ heel – in a way already shown by the wartime experience. Kōsaka’s views embodied the evolving consciousness of an influential part of Japanese academia vis-à-vis Japan’s future economic security challenges. His writings did not directly address the role of military and naval forces in the realm of security. Yet, his input on the nature of the Japanese economy likely informed the policy-making process of the time as he joined the consultative body drafting the pilot study for what became the main Cold War defence policy document, the 1976 National Defence Programme Outline (NDPO). Others informed observers noted the economic connection around the debate on the Japanese naval problem. Defence analyst Maeda Tetsuo stressed that the question of the movement of maritime imports from food supplies to energy was central to the way sea-lanes defence was debated in the country. As he put it, ‘[t]he main questions were how to carry industrial resources and the necessities of life to Japanese ports, how to protect the routes, and how to compose the convoys’. He further concluded that from his perspective, the ‘defence of sea-lanes seemed appropriately commercial for an economic giant’.

By the time the NDPO was officially adopted, an expanding consensus existed on the
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critical contribution of a maritime strategy to Japan’s national security. Support from political figures like Nakasone Yasuhiro, head of the defence agency from 1970 to 1972 who supported the idea to enhance a sea-based defence posture for Japan to increase the country’s ‘autonomy’ in security affairs, helped the naval case. In the mid-1970s a Japanese maritime strategy to defend the archipelago against limited, direct attempts to cut the country’s economic lifelines at sea was taking its place within the country’s defence and security policy. As one author put it, the defence of maritime trade became ‘an elegant and useful device towards overcoming the controversy surrounding all aspects of Japan’s post-war maritime rearmament’. In terms of popular resonance too, it was ‘matched by few other potential justifications for the JSDF’.52

Converging Challenges: Evolving Capabilities, Strengthening Opponent

The emerging Japanese consensus over the role that a maritime strategy had on defence policy played to the strength of the US-Japan security relations by addressing growing concerns within the US Navy about its shrinking capabilities. Already in September 1970, the navy’s ‘Project Sixty’ document had highlighted the impact that the US NATO first policy would have on theatres in the Pacific. In case of war with the Soviet Union in a European context, the movement of assets and capabilities in support of NATO’s northern and southern flanks would have required the US Navy to abandon ‘the Pacific area west of Hawaii, and cession of control of those waters – including all of Japan, for instance – to the Soviet Far East Fleet’. With this assessment in mind, in the absence of significant changes to US investments in defence capabilities, the US had to ‘encourage the build-up of sea control forces by Japan and by NATO countries’.54

The key question was what type of capabilities sea control forces should possess. This was a difficult question at a time where maritime warfare was undergoing significant changes – both in submarine and ASW capabilities. From a naval perspective, the Japanese sought to answer this question by focusing on qualitative improvements to their capabilities. The ‘basic defence force’ concept, adopted in the NDPO of 1976 reflected this quest in that it sought to strengthen the navy to guarantee an effective force for sea control in the Sea of Japan (especially around the country’s three main straits) to deter Soviet naval adventurism and incursions in the open seas to harass Japanese shipping.

The Japanese decided to focus on specific tasks to conduct in strategically key areas as a way to maximise their build-up efforts. This was a sensitive choice given that in a narrow sea like the Sea of Japan, chokepoint control in peacetime was crucial to guarantee the blocking of

51 In the literature, Nakasone – who later served as Prime Minister – is generally described as a political maverick that adds to the difficulty of assessing the extent of his commitment to naval affairs. During the Pacific War, Nakasone served as junior officer in the Imperial Navy through the Tangen system and in its aftermath, he never hesitated to admit his affiliation with the imperial service and remained in contact with the Japan Naval Association. Sadō, Sengo Seiji to Jieitai, 87-96; Graham, Japan’s Sea Lane Security, 102-104. Watanabe, ‘Has Japan Crossed the Rubicon’, 239.
52 Graham, Japan’s Sea Lane Security, 121.
54 Ibid., 17.
55 Kibanteki Bōeiryoku Kōsō (基盤的防衛力構想).
the Soviet fleet based in Vladivostok. For similar reasons, it was an essential prerequisite for gaining control in the adjacent sea areas in case of escalation of military tensions. This was to be a primary mission of the navy. Surface, air and subsurface patrol operations along the routes in the East China Sea were to complement chokepoint control and were to be conducted within 500nm from Japanese shores.\(^{56}\)

In cases of military crises, these peacetime operations would likely constitute the basis for the organisation of escorted convoys. To meet these missions, the Japanese were to aim for a more balanced fleet, one that could perform peacetime surveillance and deter aggressions in narrow seas, whilst retaining a degree of blue-water capabilities to perform ASW in open waters to preserve the flow of goods to and from the archipelago.\(^{57}\) In this respect, the new national policy rewarded two decades of efforts by the naval authorities to secure the navy’s place at the heart of Japanese national strategy by directly linking its existence with the country’s vital maritime interests.\(^{58}\)

The Japanese engagement with the question of the right size and shape of the fleet was not conducted in isolation and indeed, it was closely followed by American observers. In 1973, Commander Senō Sadao, an officer working the historical branch of the National Institute for Defence Studies undertook a research project on the 1941 memorandum written by the then chief of the navy ministry’s Naval Aviation Department, Admiral Inoue Shigeyoshi. In ‘On Modern Weapons Procurement Planning’,\(^{59}\) Admiral Inoue had been the first flag officer to warn the navy of the need to drastically redirect its procurement policy so to provide the fleet with assets designed to secure transportation routes. Equally, he denounced the potentially disastrous consequences from the fixation on a fighting force conceived to seize sea control by means of a decisive battle without complementing this endeavour with considerations concerning how to maintain it.\(^{60}\)

Commander Senō, a 1944 Naval Academy graduate, had studied under Admiral Inoue at the Academy, was trained to serve on midget submarines, and reassigned to a minesweeper operating in home waters after the end of the war.\(^{61}\) He was the ideal candidate for the task, having both the professional skills to analyse the subject and a personal knowledge of the officer who conceived the original text.\(^{62}\) Commander Senō’s findings found an interested audience in the then President of the US Naval War College, Vice Admiral Stanfield Turner. He offered Commander Senō the opportunity to publish the results of his work in the college journal. In a letter to Senō, whom he had met during a tour of duty in Japan, Admiral Turner
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recognised the merits of his work because:

The lessons from the rejection of Admiral Inoue’s forward thinking are very applicable today. The Admiral pointed out that the battleship was no longer the principal naval weapon. Are we looking seriously today at whether the carrier is still the principal naval weapon? The Admiral rejected the idea that major fleet engagements would be the way the next war would be fought. Are we looking at whether our current concepts of naval warfare fit the likely shape of things to come? I particularly liked his comment that ‘(...) the control of the sea is not as absolute in the days of submarines as it was in the old days’. That thought was way ahead of his time. I do not believe we have fully absorbed it even today.63

Debates around the right mix of capabilities to meet a variety of missions remained a core theme of interest of Admiral Turner, eventually prompting him to prepare one of the core doctrinal documents of the Cold War. In ‘Missions of the US Navy’, Admiral Turner argued that sea control was the necessary precondition for the navy to retain freedom of movement and action. Thus, the capabilities necessary to meet such a core function had to be a fundamental priority. In an age where command of the sea was not absolute as it had been in the past, focusing on achieving such an objective with a mind to core operational theatres was an equally important task. That was exactly what the JMSDF were trying to achieve.

In the western Pacific, however, this task was made more complex by the development of the Soviet challenge. In clear contradiction with the spirit of détente of this period, Soviet naval capabilities in the region were fast and substantially expanding. The evolving nature of the Soviet military build-up in East Asia, regarded by Japanese experts as the archipelago’s primary security challenge, complicated Japanese calculations as to how to best implement their strategy.64 From the second half of the 1960s, the Soviet navy had been acquiring ‘blue-water’65 capabilities that were eroding the margins of western supremacy in the control of the oceans. The Soviet Pacific Fleet had the largest operating area of all Soviet fleets and in the 1970s it started conducting more frequent forays and temporary deployments in the South China Sea and in the Indian Ocean.66 The Soviet Pacific Fleet had started operating in Southeast Asia as it observed operations in Vietnam War, deploying surface and submarine assets, and flying patrol aircraft in reconnaissance missions from Da Nang over the South China Sea.

Throughout the 1970s, the unsettled political situation in Southeast Asia as well as continued unrest along the eastern coast of Africa prompted more modernisation and expansion. Front-line units were added to the fleet and regular visits conducted well beyond the borders of

64 Maeda, The Hidden Army, 199-200.
65 Term used to describe a naval force capable of operating across the deep waters of open oceans, as opposed to green and brown water navies, which operate within coastal areas to 200 nm.
Northeast Asia with access to naval logistics in places like Cam Ranh Bay in Vietnam. The iconic moment of this build-up occurred in June 1979 with the transfer to Vladivostok of the carrier *Minsk* and of the *Ivan Rogov*, the largest amphibious ship in the Soviet Navy, of four guided missile cruisers, and several submarines. By the beginning of the 1980s, land-based air power was similarly being enhanced to the point that in 1982 US Navy Admiral Robert L. J. Long, Commander in Chief Pacific Command, voiced his concerns for the threat Soviet bombers posed to carrier strike groups.

In all, evidence clearly suggested an increase in Soviet naval and air capabilities and activities in areas with direct impact on Japan and on the US military forces based in the archipelago. In 1976, more than twenty Soviet warships were observed operating in areas used by Japanese oil tankers, whilst more than three hundred warships of various kinds were sighted passing through Japan’s major straits. Paraphrasing another authoritative estimate of the time, the Soviet Pacific Fleet was growing at a steady pace and included between one-half and one-third of the entire Soviet surface and sub-surface assets.

This rate of growth continued well into the 1980s, and by 1984, the Pacific Fleet could count on another carrier, the *Novorossiysk*, a nuclear-propelled battle cruiser, 28% of the total of major surface vessels, and the largest air arm with 32% of the total naval aircraft. Numerical increases were coupled by more regular training, including the *Okean* exercises – held twice in the 1970s simultaneously by the entire Soviet navy across different theatres. In *Okean* 1975, the Soviet Pacific Fleet was reported to have four operational task groups whilst 126 aircraft were detected approaching the Japanese air space. These large exercises were constrained to the Sea of Japan and the Sea of Okhotsk, though smaller task forces conducted other extended manoeuvres in the Pacific. These included different types of operations, including long-range air strike operations.

Based on Soviet estimates of 1974, Japanese naval planners considered the ASW capabilities of the fleet to be half the level required to secure sea areas around Japan. Exercises conducted off Ōshima the following year further confirmed deficiencies in this area. To fulfil its missions, the NDPO had set the JMSDF’s fleet target goal at approximately 60 major surface vessels, some 220 aircraft to patrol Japan’s maritime space and 16 submarines to hunt potentially hostile naval assets. These levels were short of what in some naval circles was considered necessary for sea-lanes defence.

These views seemed to be shared within US naval circles. As late as 1981, during a senior
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level meeting with American counterparts, US Navy officials recommended the Japanese to boost the fleet to 70 surface ships, 25 submarines and 125 P-3C (as opposed to the NDPO’s 100). Observers later noted that these figures were very similar to those the JMSDF was considering in the preparations for the NDPO. In the aftermath of the adoption of the NDPO, the main question to address was how to maximise the yield of Japanese choices in defence matters.

Converging Arguments: ‘Sea Plan 2000’ and Alliance Requirements

It is against these specific military developments that one should consider the adoption of key documents that redefined the partnership for the reminder of the Cold War.

This is not to suggest that the later part of the 1970s did not present political challenges of a broader nature. On the contrary, the two-year period preceding the adoption in 1978 of the Guidelines for US-Japan Defence Cooperation was underscored by political interactions that both tested the alliance and reconfirmed its importance to both Japanese and American policy makers. In 1976, the relationship was first tested by the Lockheed bribery scandal, an affair that rocked the Japanese political arena. On 24 February, days after the vice-chairman of Lockheed had admitted to a Senate subcommittee that the company had paid bribes for some 3 million US dollars to the office of Prime Minister Tanaka, Prime Minister Miki wrote to President Ford in the spirit of ‘permanent friendship’ and of ‘full confidence in each other’ with the aim to confront the problem together. As he later explained, he wished the affair not to ‘allow any harm, real or imagined, to affect Japan-United States relations’, a point further emphasised by Foreign Minister Miyazawa Kiichi in senior meetings with US officials.

By the end of the year, the US Embassy in Tokyo was relieved to report that whilst the ruling party in Japan had taken a hit because of the revelations about business corruption, the overall expectation for the new year was one of a return to a period of ‘relative political calm’.

The second half of 1976 had, on the other hand, offered also an opportunity to further consolidate mutual perceptions about the significance of the alliance by highlighting the need for increased cooperation in times of crisis and the importance of Japan’s own military role in them. The defection of a Soviet pilot landing a Mig-25 aircraft in northern Japan raised the profile of national defence in Japanese domestic politics; similarly, it exposed the cumbersome nature of some of the existing procedures for crisis management in Japan; and it confirmed – to US officials – the privileged access that Japanese authorities granted to American counterparts and the good working relationship between defence officials in the two countries. In this respect, whilst the Japanese government remained in control of the affair, it treated the question
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as a mutual security matter, allowing US intelligence to examine the aircraft.81

During this period, therefore, both American and Japanese defence and military planners grew aware of the imperative need to develop a framework that would allow the military partnership to be fully implemented. The signing of the 1978 Guidelines made this point by creating a legal framework for a division of labour. Within this context, Japanese missions to secure sea control in the Sea of Japan and in the East China Sea were formalised and included the ‘conduct of maritime operations for the defence of the surrounding waters and sea lines of communication’ in coordination with the United States Navy.82 The document emphasised the complementary nature of the two navies, pointing out that the United States were ‘to supplement functions that the Self-Defense Forces do not have’, including ‘mobile striking power’.83 Arguably though, the pre-existence of a longstanding military dialogue over the changes in naval warfare and its requirements for the western Pacific was a critical precondition for the Guidelines to develop concrete recommendations for military cooperation.

The Guidelines approached for the first time important operational issues critical to the implementation of military cooperation. In terms of command structure, the Guidelines pointed out that in case of conflict the Japanese navy was not subordinate to its powerful ally. Both navies were to operate in combat ‘as ordered by their respective command systems’ with an eye to maintain adequate mechanisms of coordination.84 To that end, the Guidelines prompted the establishment of research and liaison institutions with the responsibility to look after joint operations, planning and exercises. From a naval perspective, the Guidelines allowed the security treaty to be implemented as ‘though it were a two-nation version of NATO’.85

Within this context, a key factor for this working partnership to be operationally viable was the ability of the US Navy and the JMSDF to train and test skills and doctrines. Already in March 1975, Japanese naval planners had envisaged to use the alliance to this end.86 One main target was the possibility to join the Rim of the Pacific Exercise (RIMPAC), a multilateral exercise held since 1971 that involved the US Navy, the Royal Navy, the Royal Canadian Navy and the Royal Australian Navy. In 1978, the signing of the Guidelines created the ideal conditions for the JMSDF to take advantage of this important training opportunity.87

Japanese naval ambitions were met favourably in American naval circles. Indeed, they came at an appropriate time to provide a much needed breathing space in what George Baer called the ‘disarray’ of the 1970s. Then, ‘bloc obsolescence’ – the need to replace a sizeable component of the entire navy –, combined with the impact of the high costs of the war in
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Vietnam and of the development of new naval systems on procurement were fast reducing the size of the United States Navy and putting pressure on its worldwide commitments. From 976 ships in 1968 the fleet dropped to 477 in early 1976 and by 1982, Secretary of Defence Caspar Weinberger was reporting to Congress that the force level in the Pacific had fallen to half the 1965 level.

In addition, by 1979, the Joint Chiefs of Staff had expanded the operational area of responsibility of the Seventh Fleet, the United States’ main force in western Pacific, to include the entire Indian Ocean, further stretching American capabilities. At the strategic level this meant also that throughout this period, sea control was becoming an increasingly more relative concept and the navy was to accept an understanding of it that pointed to ‘the use of a limited area for a limited time’. Against this background, the presence of a potentially strong naval ally with a clear operational sphere, both in terms of missions and area of responsibility offered a real contribution for the western Pacific to remain firmly within American maritime control – a fact recently acknowledged in the first complete history of the Seventh Fleet.

In 1979, Chief of Naval Operations Admiral Thomas Hayward emphasised the Japanese contribution to American operations in the Pacific, pointing out that:

The United States Navy and the Maritime Self-Defense Force coordinate so that they do not duplicate each other’s efforts. This enables American warships to operate independently. The Maritime SDF’s submarine P-3Cs are deployed so as to fulfil this duty.

In a force planning study published in 1978 as Sea Plan 2000, Admiral Hayward argued that in the Pacific, the United States Navy had to take an offensive posture, taking advantage of the fact that Soviet fleets and bases were exposed to prompt action – isolated as they were logistically. This offensive posture had significant global implications, as it would have tied down Soviet forces that could be otherwise used against NATO flanks. This ‘Pacific model’ represented an important stepping-stone towards what became in the 1980s the American ‘Maritime Strategy’, that argued for a 600-ship navy poised for offensive missions. Within the strategic vision proposed by Sea Plan 2000, one key goal for the US was to ‘keep secure links’ to overseas allies – most notably NATO and Japan.

In the Pacific, the implementation of such a ‘Pacific model’ de facto rested upon the
Japanese pursuit of regional sea control. The Japanese bid to secure a more capable fleet to operate within, and in conjunction with, this framework did not come without sacrifices. The ability to devise a strategy that could meet national security priorities masked one of the main limitations of naval policy in this period, the ability to secure adequate capabilities for fleet air defence to conduct operations on the high sea. Beyond the range of land-based air power, the JMSDF would have to rely on the United States for over the horizon air cover. In implementing this strategy, the JMSDF amounted de facto to a ‘shield’ of the western Pacific (a metaphor often used in subsequent years in which the United States Navy – with its carrier-centred battle groups – was depicted as the ‘spear’). In 1980, Admiral Uchida, a retired Chief of Maritime Staff who remained quite influential in the 1970s, explained the Japanese naval strategy in this period as follow:

An anti-submarine capability must be the first charge on the resources of any nation precipitately faced with the possibility of starvation and exhaustion by hostile blockade. A force structure based upon the overall striking force of the United States and the regional defence forces of various nations must be the basic military concept in East Asia.\(^97\)

**Conclusions: The Foundations of the ‘Fabulous’ 1980s?**

In the following years, the maritime core of the US-Japan security arrangements did not pass unnoticed at the highest political level. In fact, it was emphatically restated in the aftermath of Prime Minister Suzuki Zenko’s pledge to commit Japan to the protection of its sea lanes out to 1,000 nautical miles (nm). In his 1983 visit to Washington, Prime Minister Nakasone Yasuhiro, who endeavoured to implement the 1,000nm policy throughout the rest of the decade, remarked that one of Japan’s chief objectives was ‘to have complete and full control of the three straits that go through the Japanese islands so that there can be no passage of Soviet submarines or other naval activities’. Japan was now a core military contributor to the US global strategy vis-à-vis the Soviet Union and the alliance was no longer just a political arrangement for the defence of Japan. It was a military alliance with a clear operational focus.

The 1970s had been an incredibly dynamic decade for the US-Japan security relationship. In the United States, perceptions of Japan as a security partner had changed considerably. From a country that offered bases to logistically support the American military machine in the pursuit of Washington’s policies in East Asia, Japan had become a military partner with core strategic responsibilities. In the waters of the Sea of Japan and the East China Sea, the Japanese were to ensure that the US-Japan alliance could retain sea control and with it, the strategic initiative vis-à-vis the Soviet Union. Crucially though, burden sharing was not merely limited to political and financial support to the American presence in the region. It was part of
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a grand strategy that served US global responsibilities and ambitions and met the requirements of Japanese defence.

One of the most interesting aspects of this evolution concerns the process that enabled this grand strategy to emerge. How was this result achieved? This is a significant question especially because it is too often underexplored in the current literature focused as it is on the question of the alliance as a tool shaping the boundaries of Japanese dependence or independence in defence matters. From a strategy perspective, instead, three factors seem to have contributed to the emergence of a common ‘vision’. First, across the decade, the international circumstances of East Asia changed dramatically forcing elites in Washington and Tokyo to review and reconsider the role and functions of the alliance. The willingness to enhance bilateral communication mechanisms to reduce misunderstandings enabled the emergence of a mutual awareness of respective security priorities and the development of complementary security strategies.

A second element of vital importance in shaping the transformation of the alliance was the constant and substantial military to military interaction – especially in the naval context. The professional dialogue between the JMSDF and the US Navy on matters of capabilities, balance of the fleet, as well as on the changing nature of the main security challenges, was very important in allowing exchanges of views over matters of capabilities procurement, doctrines, and missions. As the political debates evolved, and the recognition for stronger more substantial ties consolidated, the existing military interactions represented the software upon which the alliance mechanisms were built upon.

Last but by no means least, this paper has shown that the evolution of the alliance was a two-way process. External pressures mattered, but they would have not produced a military cooperation in themselves. The United States wanted to contribute to shaping a changing security posture, but it rested upon the Japanese to identify how and in what ways such a contribution was to take place. In the United States, options for policy towards Japan were developed with the understanding that desired outcomes had to find receptive audiences in Tokyo. The relationship became a maritime alliance because both in Japan and the United States key stakeholders understood that practical cooperation in naval affairs would have been an ideal development for both actors. In that sense, the 1970s are a remarkable period showing how American perspectives on the significance of the alliance did not try to merely shape it; they were informed by a genuine interaction with Japanese counterparts, eventually setting the foundations of a military posture that ensured the stability of maritime East Asia until the end of the Cold War and beyond.